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What is convexity?The term convexity, or a convexpouch, refers to pouches that have abaseplate (flange) that curves orbulges outwards rather than being flatas on a standard pouch. All theleading stoma manufacturers producea convex version of both theirdrainable/closed and 1piece/2piecepouches, although they can vary in thestrength or firmness and the depth ofthe convexity.

Why would I useconvexity?Convex products are recommendedfor use by stoma care nurses usuallyin response to difficulties such asstomas under skin folds, in dips, skincreases and retraction. 
These difficulties can often lead to anunstable appliance, leakage and theassociated sore skin.
The convex base plate has a circular‘hump’ or ridge built into it which,when worn, has the effect of putting aring of gentle pressure on the skinaround the stoma. Often creases canbe ‘ironed out’ and dips can be filledwith a convex baseplate, thusincreasing security and preventingleakage. Stomas that are mildlyretracted can be encouraged to

protrude into the pouch, with deeper,firmer convex products being used onstomas that are more severelyretracted.  Also, as the convexbaseplate is sturdier than a flatbaseplate, it can hold apart skin foldsto expose the stoma. Sometimes theuse of convexity can mean otheraccessories such as paste or seals thatwere used to achieve a seal are nolonger needed.
What about a belt?All convex pouches are manufacturedwith belt loops. This is to give you theoption of using a belt to increase thesecurity. The belts are elastic with asize adjuster and, as they pull thepouch more firmly in position, theyhave the effect of increasing thefirmness of the convexity. They shouldnot be made too tight and should be
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comfortable, with two fingers easilyable to be inserted under them.
What can go wrong?There is a risk, when using a convexpouch, of causing bruising around thestoma by the pressure on the area.This risk will increase with the use of abelt, and should be monitored byregular checks by the stoma carenurse. If bruising occurs, loosen thebelt and ask the advice of your stomanurse.
It is important to ensure whenattaching the belt that the hooks arefacing outwards, away from the body.They can cause bruising or traumawhen pushing against the abdominalskin. Similarly, the belt can cause sorechaffed skin over bony prominencessuch as the hips and spine on peoplewho are slim or underweight, so itmight need to be loosened or somesoft material tucked under the belt inthese areas.

Convexity generally should not beused on newly formed stomas as thepressure can delay healing and causetrauma to the mucocutaneousjunction (the suture line where thebowel is attached to the abdominalskin). Occasionally, when there arereal problems with leakage in theearly post-operative days, a gentleconvexity can be used, but only withclose monitoring by the stoma carenurse.
Which convexity should I use?This obviously depends on why it isneeded. Sometimes a gentle convexityis all that is needed whereas in casesof severe retraction, a deeper, strongerconvexity will be required. The choiceshould be guided by your stoma carenurse, with perhaps several typesbeing sampled before making adecision. The belt also requires sometrial and error. Some people choose toonly wear it at times when increased

security is needed such as over nightor when going out and then take it offwhen relaxing at home. For others,the belt is an essential part of usingthe convexity or you might find it isnot necessary.
Convexity is often offered withdifferent sizes of ‘plateau’ or theraised area. It is generally felt that itworks more effectively when theconvexity is quite snug to the stoma.I.e. using a convex pouch with a largeplateau on a small stoma wouldn’t bevery effective as the pressure is furtheraway from where it is needed.
In conclusion:A convex baseplate certainly is veryeffective for many who haveexperienced problems with leakagefor a variety of reasons. It should,however, always be introduced andregularly monitored by a stoma carenurse.
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